
Brilliant heat,
beautiful to watch!

Heat & Glo XLR-PLUS balanced flue gas fireplace with pebbles and stainless steel Tonic front



There’s nothing like the warmth and inviting ambience of
Heat & Glo-the leader in functional innovation and fireplace 
design.
Whether you’re building extending or simply renovating, no
fire should be anything other than a Heat & Glo, the quality
choice for your home.
Heat & Glo has now added the RED40 See-Thru gas fireplace
to complement the XLR-PLUS range. These feature the
revolutionary ‘IntelliFire PLUS’ Ignition System, together with
the balanced flue technology which has already established
Heat & Glo as the market leader - you’ll never have to
bend down to operate your fireplace again!
This system provides increased
efficiency... PLUS ease of operation
with the full function remote control.

550TRSI with logs and Bradshaw limestone mantel

I30-SUPREME with marble surround and logs

XLR PLUS with pebbles and Martini Fog front 

Redefine your concept of a gas fireplace!
Now featuring the very latest in gas fire technology - the ‘Intellifire PLUS’ Ignition System

RED 40 See-Thru with crystal glass media, stainless steel trim and accent lighting

MAXIMAL EFFICIENCY RATINGS FOR HEAT & GLO
350TRSI-AUF 4.7*

550TRSI-AUF 4.8*

6000TRSI-AUD 4.0*

ST-HVBI-AUB (See-Thru) 4.0*

I30 SUPREME & I30-COSMO 4.6*

XLR-PLUS-AU 4.2*

*Based on highest thermal ratings for certain flue runs

6000TRSI with LUNA polished concrete surround



The beauty of Jetmaster

Hot air rises and circulates for round the room comfort

Fumes go up the flue

Damper for controlled burning

Rising hot air is forced through the jet and 
out into the room

Air passes into the heating chamber and is
heated to maximal temperature over the
hottest part of the fire

Removable logpan

Air at room temperature is drawn 
into the inlet

Protective Screen

Jetmaster Universal 1050 wood burning fireplace

Jetmaster Universal 850 wood burning 
fireplace with Mini Bouvier mantel, limestone margins and hearth

Jetmaster Universal 850 Iron Bark gas log fireplace with with 4
sided 100mm black trim

Jetmaster 700 LOW pebble gas fireplace with stainless steel
front and trim.

The Jetmaster system provides brilliant radiant heat from a super efficient fire that is designed to draw perfectly.  At the same time it uses
heat from the back of the fire, that would otherwise be lost, to create convected heat.

RADIANT HEAT PLUS CONVECTED HEAT
Cool air is drawn under the fire into a super heating chamber. As it heats, it rises and is forced out into the room through the outlet at the
top. This proven two way heating system is the real beauty of Jetmaster. The firebox also incorporates a damper control (wood burning only),
which governs the rate of burning, reduces heat loss and maximises overall efficiency.



JETMASTER UNIVERSAL*

A A1 B C D E

400 390 440 340 570 200 200 Wood &Gas

440 470 510 330 610 200 200 Wood &Gas

500 570 600 350 650 200 200 Wood &Gas

600 670 700 350 650 200 200 Wood &Gas

600 LOW 670 700 350 600 200 200 Wood &Gas

700SH 770 800 350 650 200 200 Wood &Gas

700SH LOW 770 800 350 600 200 200 Wood &Gas

700D 770 800 400 700 225 200 Wood &Gas

850 920 950 450 750 250 220 Wood &Gas

850 LOW 920 950 450 700 250 220 Wood &Gas

1050 1120 1150 500 800 300 240 Wood Only

1200 1250 1300 605 1020 250+ 400 Wood Only

1500 1550 1600 605 1020 300+ 400 Wood Only

*Requires installation into brickwork. For Zero Clearance 
dimensions, refer to Zero Clearance specifications.

+Requires 2 flue outlets (single flue option also available)

Jetmaster 850 Iron Bark gas fireplace with 100mm Black trim in Freestanding enclosure

Gas fires with more flame,
more heat, more glow at
the flick of a switch.

Jetmaster is constantly
working on design and
development to bring you
the most realistic, efficient
fires with a range of diverse
styles to choose from. You
can convert your existing
fireplace, or simply install
into a timber frame using
the zero clearance option.

We currently offer an
extensive range of open
gas fire configurations -
your choice of logs, coals, pebbles, topaz, double sided or freestanding
units. The Jetmaster open fire is precision designed to draw beautifully.

GAS INSERT ONLY

GAS INSERT ONLY

GAS INSERT 
ONLY

Jetmaster topaz 
gas pebble fireplace with 
Marseille l imestone mantel and hearth

JETMASTER DOUBLE-SIDED
A B C D E F

700 850 800 610 700 220 345 Wood & Gas

1050 1205 1150 610 770 233 415    Wood Only

wood and gas fires!

Decorative fronts

Campfyre Logs
with Standard Front

Available:
700 & 850 42-60Mj

Ironbark Logs
with brass
Spanish Front
Available:
600 & 700 55Mj
850 65Mj

Topaz Pebbles
with stainless steel
base
Available:
700 & 850 39-55Mj
(also coals or logs)

Standard Coals
with Paris Front

Available:
600, 700 & 850
39Mj

Super Coals
with Standard Front

Available:
600, 700 & 850 72Mj

Campfyre Logs
with stainless steel
or black Slimline
Front
Available:
700 & 850 42-60Mj

Campfyre Logs
with Standard Front

Available:
700 & 850 42-60Mj

Ironbark Logs
with brass
Spanish Front
Available:
600 & 700 55Mj
850 65Mj

Super Coals
with Standard Front

Available:
600, 700 & 850 72Mj

Decorative gas fires

JETMASTER FREESTANDING
A B C D

500 840 390 790 200 Wood &Gas

600 1000 390 810 200 Wood &Gas

700SH 1050 390 810 200 Wood &Gas

700D 1100 440 911 225 Wood &Gas

850 1200 490 983 250 Wood &Gas

1050 1400 550 1040 300 Wood



The innovative Horizon series of gas fires from Jetmaster and
Kemlan offers style, versatility and ambience.

Horizon gas fireplaces are available in pebbles, logs or coals,
with a variable gas input of 55mj, which means you get more
flame, more glow and the distinctive design that is ‘Horizon’.

Choose from a range of fascia trims to complement your decor.

The Horizon is available as a double sided, freestanding and can-
tilever unit, together with the striking NEW3 sided unit which is
available with coals or pebbles.

Horizon 3 sided gas fire with 1100 pebble burner

HORIZON
Exciting range of gas fireplaces for your home!

Horizon 700 Lowline with logs and 50mm plaster trim.

Horizon 1500 Lowline
with gas pebbles and plaster trim

Horizon 700 Cantilever with gas coals 
and stone base.



JETMASTER HEAT & GLO
444 Swan Street (near Burnley Street) Richmond

Phn: 1300 219 875
Email: info@jetmastervic.com.au  Web: jetmaster.com.au

Refer to installation manuals for detailed specifications. In spite of our best efforts, pictures in this brochure may not be true representations of surround finish, fireplace finish and/or flames.
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1050 IGC slimline with pebbles and UK Front

Innovative design, plus beauty in simplicity.
International Gas Convector

Enjoy the comfort and ambience of an I.G.C. open gas fireplace.
Designed for easy installation in new constructions, this stunning
range of gas fireplaces is available in a variety of configurations
and sizes, complete with the distinctive UK Front,  stainless steel
or black surrounds. The long burner produces dramatic flames
for enhanced visual effect.

You can choose from tumbled glass pieces, coals or pebbles
to complement your individual decor.

700 IGC slimline with pebbles and UK Front

1050 IGC with coals and 3 sided stainless steel trim

1050 IGC with coals, stainless steel front,
louvre and side plates, and 4 sided 100mm stainless steel trim

T H E  O N L Y  C H O I C E  I N  G A S  A N D  W O O D  F I R E S


